Livestock Judging Lessons #8

Hampshire Market Hogs

Questions:
1. Which hog is more level in the hip? _____

2. Which hog is more ideal from a profile in terms of balance? _____

3. Which hog is heavier structured? _____

4. Which hog has more curvature up front? _____

5. Which hog is taller fronted? _____

Be sure to visit www.judging101.com for more practice!
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Crossbred Market Hogs

Questions:
1. Which hog has more body dimension? ______

2. Which hog is taller fronted and better designed? ______

3. Which hog is cleaner in the lower shoulder and jowl? ______

4. Which hog should have a decided advantage in lean cutout? ______

5. Which hog is stouter boned and bigger footed? ______

Be sure to visit www.judging101.com for more practice!
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Crossbred Market Hogs

Questions:

1. Which hog ties deeper into a fuller ham? ______

2. Which gilt has more shape coming out the back side of her shoulder? ______

3. Which hog would open up with a bigger loin eye? ______

4. Which hog is wider at their base? ______

5. Which hog has more shape and dimension? ______
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Meat Goats

Questions:
1. Which goat has more rib? ______

2. Which goat is leveler rumped? ______

3. Which goat is finer boned? ______

4. Which goat is trimmer? ______

5. Which goat is more appealing? ______
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Meat Goats

Questions:
1. Which goat is longer sided? ______
2. Which goat is shorter hipped? ______
3. Which goat is stronger topped? ______
4. Which goat is smoother shouldered? ______
5. Which goat is later maturing? ______

Be sure to visit www.judging101.com for more practice!
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Meat Goats

Questions:
1. Which goat is heavier muscled? _______
2. Which goat is trimmer? _______
3. Which goat is leveler hipped? _______
4. Which goat is extended more through the scapula? _______
5. Which goat has more definition of forearm muscling? _______

Be sure to visit www.judging101.com for more practice!
Suffolk Ewes

Questions:
1. Which ewe is longer patterned? ______

2. Which ewe is taller fronted? ______

3. Which ewe hooks up nicer in her neck/shoulder junction? ______

4. Which ewe is more level in her dock? ______

5. Which ewe has more turn to her leg and is heavier muscled? ______

Be sure to visit www.judging101.com for more practice!
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Market Lambs

Questions:
1. Which lamb has more shape and dimension to their leg? ______
2. Which lamb is longer and slimmer necked? ______
3. Which lamb is stronger topped and leveler docked? ______
4. Which lamb appears to be leaner? ______
5. Which lamb is taller fronted and more balanced? ______

Be sure to visit www.judging101.com for more practice!